Caged Desire: A Shapeshifter Romance

Passion takes flight... When a mysterious
wooden crate is delivered to her door, Eve
Blake is intrigued by the massive golden
eagle inside. Shes all too familiar with
creatures being more than they appear, yet
nothing prepares her for the shapeshifters
true form. Suspecting the dangerous
immortal was locked away for a reason,
Eve is reluctant to release him, no matter
how fiercely she craves his touch.
Wrongfully imprisoned, Logan has spent
half a century plotting his revenge against
those who condemned him to spend
eternity in a South American rainforest.
But with one look at the alluring female
who holds his freedom in her hands,
vengeance quickly becomes the farthest
thing from his mind. But even if he can win
her trustand her hearthis past wont let him
go without a fight. Warning: Contains a
fierce Shapeshifter hungry for freedom and
the tempting woman who may hold the key
to his heart. Praise for Caged Desire: The
plot moves at a fast, intriguing pace, so
much so, that I was drawing to the
dramatic conclusion before I knew it. This
is one story that you do not want to miss!
Fallen Angel Reviews The sexual tension
is high and so is the danger in this steamy
story. Caged Desire is a thrill ride with a
tender conclusion. - Joyfully Reviewed ..a
very
entertaining,
sensuous
and
adventurous story Love Romances and
More For a great story, CAGED DESIRE
will warm the hearts of readers, whether
they enjoy shape shifting or not. It was just
that wonderful! - Romance Junkies This is
an author I fully enjoy reading, whatever
pace she sets. Kwips and Kritiques More
Shapeshifter books by Sydney By the
Light of the Moon Primal Instinct Primal
Hunger Primal Attraction Primal Pleasure
Primal Temptation Primal Bounty (Coming
Soon)
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This story has shifting point of views between Cage and Bindi. . Shelves: badass-heroine, book-virgin, insta-love,
military, shifter-romance, vanilla, ya-fantasy .. Shifting Fates has every possible thing you want in a book tension, angst,
fear, Book cover for Wolfesss Desire: Werewolf Romance Sarah was kept in a cage almost her entire life as a bid sale
in the sex slave industry.Caged Desire has 84 ratings and 13 reviews. Jane said: Logan has been caged for 50 years, the
victim of his evil brothers plots so when a beautiful vampSeems like you just know what you want, and you really like
my arms. let him semifree when Jimmy, the enormous biker werewolf, grabbed her shoulders. The little ball of energy
hopped up on the door to Malis cage and gripped the barsCage Me: A Curvy Mermaid and a Dragon Shifter Romance
(Dragons Love Curves Book Paranormal Romance Kindle eBooks @ . to find out that she didnt want to be rescued nor
is she a princess in need of being rescued.Caged in Darkness has 697 ratings and 117 reviews. 386 books 802 voters ..
this was a great book!! i just hope the story continues i want to know whoCage Me: A Curvy Mermaid and a Dragon
Shifter Romance (Dragons Love Curves .. I was immediately drawn into the book and didnt want to put it down.Even
with being a huge fan of the paranormal I still would not want to live in a . Trapped in a Guilded Cage:A BBW
Wolf-Shifter Romance(Sold to the AlphaCAGED FOR THE ALIENS: AN ALIEN ABDUCTION SCI FI DRAGON
SHIFTER ROMANCE - Kindle edition by ELLE HARTING. Romance Kindle eBooks Want to know our Editors picks
for the best books of the month? Browse Best Books ofWorthy of Cages Love has 223 ratings and 15 reviews. Ive
always liked Cage (wolf shifter), and I just love Hatcher (quirky fox shifter), so I Awesome series, love lynn hagen
books, the way the world mesh so well, just an amazing author.Their story is just WOW. It is a dark romance with some
taboo/trigger scene. For me it was a book that takes you into their story and you dont want to put it downThe question is:
does she want to run forever? Shelves: arc, fantasy, read-in-2016, romance, shapeshifters, vampires, .. Shelves:
audio-book, books-i-love.Editorial Reviews. Review. Praise for Shifting Fates: This story grabbed me at page one and
When Cage and Bindi meet for the first time you can feel the heat rise off the pages. I cannot I want to write ten more
books about her journey.With a taste for adventure, a desire to feed people that would appreciate her cooking, . Shelves:
paranormal-romance, series, haunted-bookshelf, shifter-haven, Cage is the boss of the company that hired Sophie and
being a bear Shifter,[Siren Publishing: The Lynn Hagen ManLove Collection: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance,
M/M, shape-shifter, werewolves, HEA] Hatcher Dearing mightEditorial Reviews. Review. witty dialogue, laughable
encounters, and characters you cant Caged Desire: A Shapeshifter Romance Sydney Somers 4.4 out of 5 stars 14.
Kindle Edition. $1.99 By the Light of the Moon: An Island Werewolf Romance.However, after a few weeks with
Hamilton, does he want to make a complete escape .. Shelves: freebie, funny, m-m, online, paranormal-romance,
shapeshifter.Caged By The Beast: A Steamy Dragon Shifter Paranormal Romance+ Bonus Books Ecology had always
fascinated me. The study of biomes was my passion.[] Caged Desire A. Shapeshifter Romance By Sydney. Somers. Free
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